ProQA INTERFACES

SEAMLESSLY INTEGRATE PROQA INTO ROUTINE CAD FUNCTIONS
BI-DIRECTIONAL DATA FLOW

FAST RESPONSE

Users can automatically store law, medical, and fire call data in both
ProQA and Spillman Flex CAD, with the interfaces populating the data
into the appropriate CAD records, saving dispatch time and reducing the
chance of error. Likewise, the interfaces integrate dispatch data, such as
the location of the incident, into the correct ProQA fields. The interfaces
also create responder scripts or case summaries of ProQA calls in the
comment fields of CAD.

Personnel can use the ProQA determinant from Flex CAD to quickly
define the agency’s response plan and unit recommendations. The ProQA
determinant is automatically populated into CAD after data is entered in
the interfaces, allowing an agency to respond efficiently to calls.

Seamless integration with Spillman Flexís CAD module
automatically generates false alarm incident numbers to
alarm tracking records. In addition, the Licenses and Permits
module integrates with the Alarm Tracking and Billing
module, allowing agencies to view the permit status from the
alarm tracking record.

STREAMLINED OPERATION
The interfaces allow users to open a ProQA screen automatically while
working in CAD. System parameters can be set so that the screen
opens when a law, medical, or fire call is received. The interfaces will
automatically populate the appropriate ProQA fields with information
determined in the system. As determinant codes are updated or
reconfigured, this information is immediately passed on to dispatchers
through the Spillman Flex dispatch system. The interfaces also allow call
takers and dispatchers to place ProQA sessions in a pending status during
high-volume call times. ProQA session that have been closed can then be
quickly re-opened and completed when time allows.
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Users can view the ProQA determinant while
working in CAD, helping them decide how to
respond to an incident.
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Personnel can utilize the responder script of
each call that automatically appears in Flex CAD
when entered in ProQA.
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The ProQA Law, Medical, and Fire Interfaces
are each sold separately.
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